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COMAP – a not-for-profit spin-off of the University of 
Waterloo’s Computer Systems Group); CSG is a UW 
software engineering research group (working to improve 
access to IT and information since early 1970s); like to find 
complex problems with partners in different sectors; 
passionate about finding human, real world problems that 
have a significant “information problem” aspect and bringing 
current technologies to bear.  If a partner comes to us with 
some of their own funding, we can often match it with 
software engineering research funding; COMAP is a not-for-
profit outside the university – doesn’t rely on (operationally 
unreliable) university infrastructure – has its own “production 
quality” operations (backed up, reliable, secure, etc.)

OMNRF = Government of Ontario/Ontario Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Forestry
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Intention is to introduce you to each of the approaches that are being employed to address the 
aspects or actions that are attempting to meet the overall goal of providing access to stream 
information so that users can better develop science and understand the factors that are influencing 
their streams.

The most basic need we have is to discover what data is available and there are a number of what I 
refer to as discovery or geospatial portals. In some instances projects have worked to compile all 
spatial data that is available for an area and then provide this to the users as an end product. I refer 
to these as regional gis applications.  In some areas monitoring networks have emerged and they 
must rely on collaborative databases.  I will address the pros and cons of each of these approaches 
and describe what our users have said they want/need from their information management system 
and that is an integrated information managemetn system athat is regionally based and incorporates 
web mapping technology.  Finally, I will describe what such a system might look like and what it 
might take to implement it. 



OSAP – protocol to generate stream health data that can be reproduced

MS Access issues – poor data management (copy the database, e-mail it to multiple 
partners, difficult to merge in results, share with researchers, no spatial support 
other than storing co-ordinates, upgrade problems from Access 2003 onward)
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Compendium manual also exists to help with study design and analysis



Many organizations expressed interest in these capabilities, but none agreed to 
really take the lead, but we proceeded anyway within a science/research branch of 
MNR and a pretty modest budget
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- Not strictly a software problem

- Very limited gov’t resources to support scannable forms software configuration

- Perception by developer that legacy and new data was riddled with errors -> “data 
police” – strict error checking (range, type, etc.) incorporated into the DB structure 
and the data loading subsystem, while project leadership expected to involve the 
partners to detect and fix errors after the data had been loaded

- Lack of clarity of “who’s in charge” (ref. “The Inmates Are Running the Asylum: 
Why High-Tech Products Drive Us Crazy and How to Restore the Sanity”, Alan 
Cooper, 1998 – “father of VB”)
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We are hopeful (cautiously optimistic?) that we’ve reached a critical mass of data 
contributors – we want very much to keep them happy and facilitate more data entry 
and review.

Some Ontario researchers are starting to use the system and we want to continue 
to facilitate use of the data, although we officially require that they contact the 
provider(s) for authorization.  (Informally we will let the provider know that xxx is 
using some data.)

Today – anyone, even without a userid, can discover data availability for a given 
stream, although access to mapping requires a userid
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DAWSNAWD = “Do as we say, not as we do”

Security – FWIS incorporates what we call “Advanced RBAC” (Role-based Access 
Control)

- we talked to some of the leaders in the field of access control – typical question –
“Can I do this with that”, but we wanted “what can I do for this object?”  (efficiency 
issues)
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ISWMS includes flood forecast and modelling
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